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Thomas G. Palaima 

MYCENAEAN SEALS AND SEALINGS IN THEIR 
ECONOMIC AND ADMINISTRATIVE CONTEXTS * 

Abstract: This paper attempts to interpret the function of scalings as record
keeping devices within the overall Mycenaean economic and administrati ve systems . 
It is crucial to an understanding of Mycenaean bureaucratic methods to explain 
why Mycenaean sealings were more limited in their apparent applications and types 
than Minoan and Near Eastern sealings. It is sugg ested, inter alia, that sealings at 
Mycenaean palatial centers may have served as fundamental contractual and per
formance records within a tightly controlled economic system based on a three
tiered chain of control focused on the palaces and their officials. 

I would like to make clear why it is appropriate to discuss sealings, uninscribed 
as well as inscribed, at a colloquium devoted to the interpret ation, analysis and gen
eral evaluation of texts written in the Mycenaean and Aegean scripts. The main 
reason is that Mycenaean seals and sealings served primarily administrative and 
economic purpose s similar to those of the overwhelming majority of documents 

•This paper owes its existence to a National Endowment for the Humanities summer re
search stipend (1985). The Univer sity of Texa s at Austin, Department of Classics, kindly made 
available its library resources. Fordham University and the American Council of Learned Societies 
provided funds necessary to participate in this colloquium. C. W. Shelmerdine, H. W. Haskell 
and D . Schmandt-Be sserat offered several valuabl e comments and referenc es. Ellen Davis, Holly 
Pittman and Edith Porada critiqued the penultimate version of this paper. I am responsible for 
all shortcomings in thi s final version. I use the following abbre viated references: 

CMS: Corpus der minoischen und mykenischen Siegel, Berlin, 1964-; 
GORILA: L. Godart, J .-P. Olivier , Recueil des inscriptions en lineaire A, vols. 1- 4, Pari s, 

1976- ; 
PCA : C. W. Shelmerdine , T. G . Pal aima, Py los Comes A live: Indu stry and Administmtion 

in a Mycenaean Palace, New York, 1984; 
Res Mycena eae: A. Heubeck, G. Neumann , Res Mycenaeae. Akten des VII. internationalen 

mykenologischen Colloquium in Niirnberg vom 6. - 10. April 1981, Gi:ittingen, 1983; 
SaS: McG. Gibson, R. D. Biggs, Seals and S eatings in the A ncient Near East, Malibu, 1977; 
Sphrag .: I. A. Papapostolou, Td :Erpgaylaparn rwv Xavtw v, Athen s, 1977 ; 
Studies: M. A. Morri son, D. I. Owen, Studies on the Civilization and Culture of Nuzi and 

the Hurrians, Winoka Lake , Ind ., 1981; 
ZM: J. Weingarten, The Zakro Ma ster and Hi s Place in Prehistory, Gi:iteborg, 1983. 

References to Minoan-Mycenaean sites follow the standard abb reviation scheme of GOR I LA and 
Linear B corpus volumes . 
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in the Aegean linear scripts 1. Seals and sealings in Lin ear B society also resemble 
Linear B writing on clay in having a relatively narrower range of applications when 
compared to the wider appl ications of seals and seatings, and wr iting, throu ghout 
the history of many civilizat ions in the ancient Near East2

• As in the Near East, 
the administrative and pr actical, economic functi ons are to be emphasized. In 
Mesop otamia in the milleni a between the Lat e Uruk and Seleucid periods, "asid e 
from writing, sealing was th e most imp ortant part of the controlling mechanisms 
of the economy" 3• The same can be said of seals and sealings in th e Minoan-M yce
naean world, where proposed non-sphra gistic uses of seals, when not idiosyncratic 
scholarl y chimeras, mu st be consider ed secondary and in no way irreconcilable 
with the primary, sphragistic func tions 4 • 

' Of the many classes of Lin ear A and Lin ear B inscriptions, only Za, Zc, Ze, Zf, Zg, all 
Lin ear A (GORILA 4, xx), contain inscriptions which were most probably not used for economic 
or admini stra tive purposes. The se texts make up an extremely small percentage of the current 
Mino an-Myc enaean corpu s: 40 of 6166 inscrip tions (0 .65%). 

2 For Aegean scripts generally we lack evidence tha t would parallel the legal, diplomatic 
and even literary uses of seals in the Near East. Howev er, this may be du e to the restricted nature 
of the Linear B evidenc e, lacking the kind s of docum ents in clay that so well illustrate these prac
tices in, for instanc e, Mesopotam ia. [See J. Rcnger, "Legal Aspec ts of Sealing in Ancient Meso po
tamia", Sa S, 75 - 88.] For, in fact, Mycenaean practic es might have been similar to those in Egypt, 
where high er level docum ent s of papy rus were authent icated by seal impr ession on clay formed 
around binding string [B. Willi ams, "Aspects of Sealing and Glyptic in Egypt", SaS, 136] ap
parently in th e fashion of Linear B and certain Linear A nodule s. These do not bear the trace s 
of folded leath er strip s and fine bin din g cord that characterize the special docum ent sealings from 
the Linear A per iod identified at Zak ro [Z M, 38 - 44, n. 20 ; I. Pini, "Ne ue Beobachtungen zu den 
tonern en Siegelabdrlicken von Zakro", AA 98, 1983, 559 - 572] and at Khania [Sphrag., 13- 14, 
18- 19]. M . Pope, " Th e Cretulae and the Lin ear A Account ing System", BSA 55, 1960, 201, ad
vances several argum ents that the 250- 300 cretulae from th e gypsumchest in Rooms 54- 55 at Ha
gia Tri ada [L. V. Watrous, "Ayia Triada: A New Per spec tive on the Mi noan Villa", AJA 88, 1984, 
124, ill. l; 125- 128) mu st have originally sealed non-clay docum ents, even though the y lack Wein
garten's diagnostic features . We should consid er thi s part icular hypothe sis far from certain [ZM, 43, 
n. 7), but it is th eoretically possible that Lin ear B nodul es and comparable Lin ear A nodules, like 
their Egypt ian counterpart s, sealed papyrus documents with out leaving identify ing trac es [ZM, 
43, n . 12). V. Aravantinos, "The Use of Sealings in the Administrati on of Myce naean Palaces", 
PCA, 43 - 48, emphasizes th e use of Mycenaean sealings to label and identify commodities, con
tainers, transaction s, but he does not exclude the possib ility of their use with written documents. 
One should note th e almost invariabl e association of L inear A roundels with tablet records and 
nodules at KH, HT , ZA, PH and KN. 

3 H. J. Ni ssen, "Aspe cts of the De velopme nt of Early Cylind er Seals" , SaS, 15. See also 
V. E. G . Kenna, "Seals and Script . With Special Referenc e to Ancient Cret e", Kadrnos 1, 1962, 
1- 4. Mc G. Gibson, Sas, 151, summ arizes: 

... it can be seen that seals were used withi n state and tem ple bureaucracies, but were 
also part of the record-keeping a11d safeguar ding equipm ent of some private persons. 
Seals safegua rded goods transpor ted from place to place, or stored in depots . Th ey certified 
written reco rd s of commoditie s and protected the officials who did the sealing. Counter
sealing by higher officials also safeguar ded the lower officials. The use by private indi vi
dual s of seals seems to have been, in at least some instances, as formaliz ed as was sealing 
within bur eaucr acies. In general, it might be said that sealing was int end ed to keep people 
hon est and was in essence regulatory. 
4 Here I must emphasize , as Edith Porada (persona l writt en communication of Nove mber, 

1985) has point ed out persuasive ly to me, th at the M inoan -Mycenaea n world, withi n the limits 
of our current under standing in which the total absence of formal religio us and ritualistic texts 
creates a large int erpr eta tive lacuna , seems to be mu ch different in thi s regard from th e N ear 
Eastern, where amuletic, religiou s and magical uses of seals are well-attested .It is a mistake, however, 
to imp ort these noti ons directly int o the interpretation of Aegean prehisto ry, as some have tri ed. 
The resulting non- sphragi stic int erpre tations of Min oan-M ycenaean seals and sealings can be 
frankly prepo ster ous, e.g.: the view th at ideogram * 190 on sealing Wt 700 from Mycenae is not 
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The focus in Myc enology has so far been very spec ialized , concentrating on 
inscribed sealings and espec ially on those individu al sealings or coherent group s 
of sealing s who se brief inscription s5

: ( I) relate directly to the contents of tablets 
found in exactly or approx imately th e same archaeological contexts 6 ; (2) rel ate to 

a lin ear sign at all (despi te its clear assoc iation with Oi 70 I - 706, MT Ill , 36 - 41, 66) but a coun
termark of "extra talisman ic, religious or magic al value" [A. Tamvaki , " Th e Seal s and Sealings 
from th e Citad el Ho use Area : A study in Mycenaean Glyptic and Iconography" , BSA 69, 1974, 
286]. J. Younger, "Non -sphrag istic Uses of Minoan-Mycenaean Sealstones and Rings", Kadm os 
16, 1977, 141 - 159, tries the same approach, but hi s specific evidence for the use of seals as charms 
is highly suspect. Given the con dition of the seals and the characteri stics of their locations, the 
find- spot s of all three Pylo s sea ls so interprete d seem to be due to chance, not to ritualis tic or even 
int ent ional placement: ( I ) in th e main drain (broken lentoid CMS I 296) ; (2) in cistern 102 (bro
ken rock crysta l CMS I 300) ; and (3) in a storag e jar in the N. corner of corrido r 95 (crud ely cut 
black stea tit e CMS I 297). Th e tomb evid ence is redu ced by the auth or him self to Mycenae T. 
515, where th e di scovery of 6 seals, including th e twins CMS I 144 and 145, does not require an 
exceptional exp lana tion, espec ially when one consi ders the Near Eastern evidence, where there is 
some evidence at least that seals in burial s indic ate d identity and stat us. For multiple seals owned 
by the same person, see P. Steinkeller, "Sea l P ractices in the Ur III Period", SaS, 41 - 53, esp. 
46 ; M.A. Morrison, "Ev idence for Herdsmen and An imal H usbandry in th e N uzi Docum ent s", 
Studies, 258, n. JO; and for Minoan practic es, the views of Weinga rt en, ZM, 18- 24, esp. nn. 2, 
23. That Aegea n seals were worn in different ways, dedicate d in sanct uaries, placed as votives in 
tombs , and po ssibly collected do es not contrad ict the view th at their importance der ives chiefly 
from th eir practica l use to ident ify by sealing . Seals throughout Near Eastern history were assigned 
a high legal and, one might say, " ritualistic" significance because of their functi on as identifiers 
of individ uals on docum ents. See W. W. Hallo, "Seals Lost and Fo und", SaS, 55 - 60. V. E. G. 
Ken na, Cretan S eals, Oxford, J 960, 3, puts ma tt ers in proper perspective when he remarks of 
Min oan seals th at " in addition to their sphragistic character, allowance mu st be made for a religiou s 
or magical undertone." [Italic s mine.] 

6 A compilation of the information for labe ls (Wa, Wb ) and scalings (Wr, Ws, Wt) from A. 
Barton ek, "The Linear B Series and Th eir Quantitative Eval uation", Res Mycenaeae, 17, 23 -26, 
tables lb , III , makes the brevity of scaling s, labels and vase inscr iptions (Z) clear. What ha s so 
far been published about the Theb es scalings (series Wu) suggests th at th ey conform to this pat
tern: Aravantinos (supra n. 2) 47 - 48. Th e Z serie s has been upd ate d for recent find s from Khania. 
See Hallager, AAA, 16, 1983, 58 - 73. 

A B C D 

Sit e Series 2 syll. signs 2 - 4 syll./id. 5 - 9 syll./id . 10- 24 syll./id . 

PY Wa 3 8 5 3 
KN Wb 20 10 5 0 
PY Wr 9 10 4 0 
KN Ws 9 4 9 2 
MY Wt 0 7 0 

z 87 54 8 5 
-- - - - --- -- - --

We can see then th at th e mere brevity of the sea ling inscript ions doe s not account totally for lack 
of attention. The vase inscription s have similar percentages, but have been thoro ughly studied 
becau se of: ( 1) their typo logical singularity ; (2) th eir value as data for major archaeo logical ques
tion s (e.g., the date of the Kno ssos tablet s, the organ ization of C rete in LM III ) ; and (3) their 
specia l form ul aic nature (containing so many topo nyms th at recur on the Knossos tab lets). 

6 Most notably MY Wt 501 - 507 and Ue 6 11 obverse from House of the Sphinxes, Rms . 
1 and 6: MT II, 102 - 105 ; MY Wt 700 and Oi 701 - 706 from Cit adel House: MT Ill , Pl an VII , 
35 - 46, 66 [th e attr ibuti on of this seal ing to South Ho use by Tamvak i (supra n . 4) 270 and CMS 
V, 2,4 14, 472 is puzzlin g]. For thi s reason labe ls, par ticularl y at Py los, have received better treat
ment desp ite comp arable brevit y, e.g., J. Ch adwick, "T he Mycenaean Fi ling System", BIGS 5, 
1958, I - 5. 
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the function of the areas where they were discovered, as determined by artefacts, 
architecture, and the overall archaeological record 7 ; (3) contain lexical items per
tinent to more general discussions 8 • 

The Knossos sealings alone have been treated as a coherent set, but only in
sofar as to identify them and to determine their provenience which, as in the case 
of the Knossos tablets, presented formidable problems requiring Herculean and 
Holmesian efforts, sometimes to no avail 9• This led first to what one might con
sider an editio minor of the inscribed subset, to which an interpretative discussion 
of a single text was appended 10 . Next came a preliminary consideration of the tech
nique of manufacture and the purpose of individual members of the inscribed 
group 11. No complete study of sealing practices at a single site has been attempted. 
Aravantinos (supra n. 2) has presented an instructive, though selective, overview 
of Mycenaean sealing use, concentrating on those sealings with clearly interpreted 
inscriptions (mainly from Mycenae, Pylos, and Thebes) and known archaeological 
contexts. We await eagerly his full edition and interpretation of the Thebes material, 
by far the largest homogeneous group of inscribed seatings (55) from a single area 
at any Mycenaean site 12 • 

Sealings from the Minoan palace periods have fared better for several reasons. 
Attention was drawn to the larger numbers found in discrete caches at major Cretan 
sites: Hagia Triada [864 (portico 11); 250-300 (R!ns. 54-55)), Phaistos [over 
1500 (Rm. 25)), Kato Zakro [ca. 525 (House A, Rm. vii)], Khania [86 sealings, 
109 roundels (Odos Katre)] , Knossos [indeterminate large numbers: ca. I 60 (East 
Temple Repository ), ca. 37 (Hieroglyphic Deposit))1 3• A large percentage of the 
sealings from Khania and Hagia Triada are inscribed. Their brief inscriptions in 

7 Notably PY Wr 1325- 1334 from the NE Workshop: M. Lang, "The Palace of Nestor 
Excavations of 1957 Part II", AJA 62, 1958, 191; PY Wr 1358-1361 from the Wine Magazine: 
M. Lang, "T he Palace of Nestor Excavations of 1958 Part II", AJA 63, 1959, 133-135; and 
KN Ws 1704, 1705 from the Arsenal. 

8 E.g., KN Ws 1704, 1705, 8495, 8498, 1703, 8152, 8153, PY Wr 1325, 1326, 1328, 
1330- 1334, 1358-1361, 1415, 1457: J. L. Melena, "F urther Thoughts on Mycenaean o-pa", 
Res Mycenaeae, 258-286, esp. 274-276, 278-280, whose lucid treatment considers both tex
tual and archaeologically contextual data. 

• Nevertheless no separate study of those sealings that are postpalatial (or contemporary 
with the tablets ) has been done. M. A. V. Gill, "The Knossos Sealings: Provenance and Identi
fication", BSA , 60, 1965, 58- 98; J. H. Betts, " Some Unpublished Knossos Sealings and Seal
stones", BSA 62, 1967, 27- 45. Cf . L. R. Palmer, The Find-Places of the K11ossos Tablets in L. R. 
Palmer, J. Boardman, On the Knossos Tablets, Oxford, 1963. 

10 J.-P. Olivier, "La serie Ws de Cnos sos", Minos 9, 1968, 173- 181. 
11 M. A. V. Gill, " Seals and Sealings: Some Comment s. Th e Knossos Sealings with Linear 

B In script ions", Kadmo s 5, 1966, 1- 16. Gill stresses the association between sealings and tablets , 
but seems to have mistaken Chadwick 's discu ssion (supra n. 5) of the connection between labels 
(Wa) and tablet s at Pylos for a discussion of sealings (Wr) and tablet s. 

12 Only the East Temple Repository at Knossos yielded a larger batch of sealings (ca. 160), 
but these are MM III in date [V. E. G. Kenna, ' 'Seals and Script III. Cretan Seal Use and the 
Dating of Linear Script B", Kadm os 3, 1964, 33]. We do not take into account large collections 
which are separa ted into distinct subgroup s by architectural divisions within more broadly de
fined areas at Knossos , e.g., the East Wing and the Little Palace: Gill (supra n. 8) 69 - 7 I , 76- 84, 
85- 91. At Pylos the largest number from any single architectural unit is 36 (4 inscribed ) from 
Room 105 of the Wine Magazine, which contained 50 sealings total in its two rooms. 

13 Hagia Triada: D. Levi, "Le cretule di Haghia Triada ", ASAtene 8-9, 1925- 26, 7 - 156. 
Phaistos: I. Pini, CMS II, 5, IX - XIV ; D. Levi , "Le cretule di Festos", ASAtene 35- 36, 1957-
58 ; E . Fiandra, " A che cosa servivano cretule, " Il rn(!a)'/d va rov B' Llrn0vov, Kg1rro ?,oy1xoi, 
2.'v veo~iov, Part I, 1968, 383- 397. Kato Zakro: ZM, 2 - 3, 7- 14, 20 n. 1; D. G. Hogarth, " The 
Zakro Seatings", lHS 22, 1902, 76 - 93; "Excavations at Zakro, Crete ", BSA 7, 1901, 132- 133. 
Khania: Sphrag. and I. A. Papapostolou, L. Godart, J.-P. Olivier, I'Qa/t111xiJ A a-ro µ111w fxo 
d!.'xe,o H OV Xa1 1twv, Rome, 1976. 
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Linear A do not seem so unpromising material for research alongside the Linear 
A tablets, which themselves are considerably briefer than their Linear B counter
parts and, of course, are still undeciphered 14• Moreover, the CMS volumes have 
covered the proto- and neo-palatial periods on Crete very thoroughly, but only 
smaller collections for the post-palatial (Mycenaean) period of the island 15• Con
sequently, scholars have already begun to analyze many aspects of how sealings 
might have been used within the Linear A economic and administrative systems 
at specific sites16, while the Linear B period has been somewhat neglected. 

In order to understand sealing use in the context of Mycen aean administra
tive and economic organization, it is necessary to examine the relationship betwee-n 
inscribed and uninscribed sealings within the overall economic systems at Knossos, 
Mycenae and Pylos. These sites in their present states of excavation reveal differ
ent features of the mechanisms that controlled economic activity in their respective 
regions. Consequently study of the seals and sealings through an analysis of distri
bution, context and contents 17 should add to the general picture so well presented 
by Aravantinos. 

It is difficult to characterize Mycenaean seal and sealing use from the archaeo
logical record. Kenna has rightly warned that the quality of seals in collections 
might lead to the perhaps unwarranted view that the use of seals in the Mycenaean 
palatial period was confined to the higher strata of society 18 • In addition the focus 
of excavations on primary sites ( even to the near exclusion of surrounding towns) 
and tombs in the separate geographical and economic regions of the Mycenaean 
world skews our view of the range of functions that seals and sealings may have 
served and of the extent of their use within Mycenaean economy and society, whether 
restricted to specific social or economic classes or widely employed. So a broader 
perspective may be useful. 

We may take as a given that administrative methods in a society develop in re
sponse to the peculiar features of its economic and political systems 19 • A degree of 

" Hagia Triada: 862 nodules, 2 scelles, 21 roundels inscribed ; Khania: 20 nodules, 81 
roundels (from Odos Katre) inscribed. See GORILA 2, 3. 

15 E. g., The Metaxas Collection in CMS IV. The CMS volumes are complete for the 
Herakleion Museum's Old Palace and New Palace periods and for such isolated collections as the 
seal impressions from MM IB-Il(A/B) Phaisto s. 

16 Chiefly M. Pope, I. Pini, J. Weingarten (all supra n. 2). In general see also J . H. Betts, 
"N ew Light on Minoan Bureaucracy", Kadmos 6, 1967, 15- 40, and for a comparative view T. G. 
Palaima, "Pre liminary Comparati ve Textual Evidence for Palatial Control of Economic Activity 
on Minoan and Mycenean Crete", Proceedings of the 4th Int . Symp. of the Swedish Archaeological 
Inst itute in Athens, 10- 16 June 1984 (forthcoming ). 

17 The absence of unin scribed sealings from tablet contexts at Mycenae and of inscribed 
sealings at Tiryn s is und oubt edly due to chance, if one judges by the spatial separation of catego
ries of inscribed materials at Thebes (only one uninscribed multiple stamped clay stopper [CMS 
V, 2 669] was found in the same area as the tablets) and the relatively low percentage of architec
tural units at Pylo s and Knossos - not to consider Linear A and Minoan sites - that produced seat
ings. lcon ographical analysis, so well used by Weingarten and Papap ostolou for the LM IB 
sealings from ZA and KH, is here left out because (I) it constitutes a second, separate stage of 
study, and (2) the CMS volumes have not yet treated post-palatial Knossos. 

18 V. E. G. Kenna, CMS IV, p. VII. 
1

• This is documented in Nissen, SaS, 15- 19. Even externa l influences and borrowings 
from other cultures are predicated upon the peculiar needs and suscept ibilitie s of a given society. 
One might attribute the typological differences between records in Linear A and Linear B Crete 
to a significant change in the controlling economic and political mechanisms [Palaima (supra n. 
16)]. For somewhat differing views of Linear B Crete, see J. Bennet, "The Structure of the Linear 
B Administration at Knossos" , AJA 89, 1985, 231 -2 49 and T. G. Palaima, " Inscribed Stirrup 
Jars and Regionalism in Linear B Crete", SMEA 25, 1984, 189-203 . 
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caution, therefore, is necessary when theorizing by analogy with other cultures or 
periods. Still when the main elements of economic and political organization are 
similar, administrative methods should show some similarities as well. And the 
Minoan-Mycenaean palati al system has found its closest parallels in the contem
porary Near East 20 • 

In macro-t erms, Mycenaean economy works throu gh a hierarchical system of 
control, a network of decre asing authority radiating from (a) a central regional 
controlling site to (b) princip al second-order centers in control of sub-regions or 
district s to (c) other lesser settlements within these districts. Thi s system is seen 
clearly in Pylos taxation records (Ma, Mn, Na, Ng) and in th e reconstruction of 
Messenian geography from toponyms on tablets (Cn 608, Vn 20, Jn 829 etc.). It 
has now been hypothe sized for Mycenaean Crete, too, although the geographical 
limits and specific nature of control by the pre sumed central authority, Knos sos, 
must remain open to questi on21 • 

The micro-economy works in th e same way. Moving in reverse direction, 
(c) the smallest units (individual cloth-workers, shepherds, bronzesmiths, agricul
tural workers) are under th e authority of (b) workshops and their stewards, collec
tives and collector /owners, guilds and their leaders, lessors or the collective da-mo; 
th ese in turn are respon sible to (a) officials at settlements and centers of any order 22 • 

The need for recordin g at all levels is obvious 23 • The Mycena ean tablets come 
pr edomin ately from the highest macro-level; but, thr ough their range of subjects 
and the variety of archival classes of th eir texts, they reflect th e information-gath
ering process at all levels of both the micro- and macro-ch ains. Sealings, however, 
are either textually terse or completely silent. We must ther efore carefully scruti
nize th e evidence connected with them in order to find out what levels in the 
system of recording and interlinkin g responsibilities they represent . 

Typologically Mycenaean sealing practice is more restrict ed than the Minoan. 
Inscribed sealings have been reduced from three general categories (nodules, 

20 The difficulty lies not only in bringin g about th e conditi on of mutatis mutandis, but also 
in ascer taining that a secure basis for analogy exists, i.e., th at the societies or period s in que stion 
really are parallel in various necessary features. J. T. Killen, "T he Linear B Tablet s and th e 
Mycenaean Economy ", Linear B : A 1984 Survey, BCILL 26, Louvain, 1985, 1- 2, nn. 3 - 5, 
surveys how scholarly opinion from 1957 onward has stressed the parallelism between Mycenaean 
and Near Eastern economies. 

2 1 Benn et (supra n. 19) and Palaima (supra n. 19). 
22 One must allow for a degr ee of flexibility. In differ ent contexts indi viduals in micro- (c) 

class might " tran sact" with class (b) or (a) figure s. For example, pe-ki-ta the ka-na-pe-u might 
" tran sact" as an o-na-te with both ru-*83 [ and pi-ke-re-u at pa-ki-ja-na (En 74.3, .23), but with 
officials of the central wa-na-ka according to hi s occupational designati on . Similarly provinci al 
capitals would fun ction on both macro- (a) and (b) levels. Di fferent economic trans actions might 
also requir e di fferen t lines of contac t between settlement s and indi viduals on all thr ee levels. [I 
apologize for th e jargon -term " tran sact" , but it seemed the only choice for a uni versal neutral term 
meaning "ha ve an inter est in and relation ship with ."] 

23 We might also stress the need for contractual relationship s on all levels of the sort that 
are involved in the disput e over the nature of the landh olding arrangement betwe en e-ri-ta i-je-re-ja 
and the da-mo (Eb 297, Ep 704. 5 - 6) and in th e obligations of communities or collectives of pro
fessionals to furnish or be exempted from furnishing specific amounts of commoditie s (Ma, Na 
series ). 
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scelles, roundel s) to one (nodules) 24 • Mor eover, there may be a shift of function in 
the continuing nodule class. Weing arten' s analysis of the Kato Zakro sealings 
indicates that the nodule shape in the Minoan period was designed primarily for 
use with multiple seal impressions, most often on all three faces25• The Mycenaean 
versions are invariably single-sealed. However, the Mycen aean and Minoan nod
ules do share the technique of counter-inscription, though the Mycenaean texts 
on the whole are much fuller and have something of a canonical arrangement of the 
text on the three faces of the nodul es26 • 

Keeping such distinctions in mind, we should sti ll notice the strong presence 
of seals and sealings in the Mycenaean period. The evidence for the Minoan period 
is clear. Finds of seals are widespread for both palace periods on Crete, blanketing 
the many districts of th e island and its palace, villa, town and sanctuary sites in 
both th e proto- and neo-palatial periods 2 7

• Seal use in Minoan Crete constitutes a 
"constant and unbrok en tradi tion" in which even Egyptian and Mesopotamian 
import s find a place 2 8 • The full introduction of Linear A writing does not seem to 
have appreciably affected the major role played by seals and sealings in the opera
tion of the Min oan economy. The LM IB collections of sealings from H agia Triada, 
Khania and Zakro prove this by their sheer numbers 29• The total absence of writ
ing in the Zakro group of 525 sealings and in the Khania set of 58 simple sealings 
and the spatial separation of the groups of sealings from major tablet areas at Bagia 
Triada and Zakro demonstrate th at these administrative tools served an important 
purpose within the Cretan economy during the very period in which Linear A 

24 GORILA 2, xvii - xix, explains the typology of Minoan sealings . For sealings per se 
in the transition from Minoan to Mycenaean, roundels disappear and scellJs are surprisi ngly in 
little evidence. CMS I 160- 162 (M Y HOM ), 164 (Ho use of Sphinxe s) ; CMS V,2 669 (Epaminon
das-Metaxas plot, Sector E 2, TT II , 40, 56 - 58); and 2 clay spou t sealings (House near the Me
nelaion, BSA 16, 1910, 7 - 11, plate III ) provide the only parallels to the large number of very 
practical scelles from protopalatial Phai stos. Thi s is not even to consider the disappearance of the 
subtler categories of shape of Lin ear A sealings distinguished by Weingarten, ZM, 25-26, A/ 17, 
A/ 18, A/26, at Zakr o, Hagia Triada and Khania. The striking uniformity of shape of Mycenaean 
sealings may imply a degree of standardiza tion only possible th rough centralized control of the 
entire sealing proces s. 

25 ZA{, 27 - 36. Pope (supra n. 2) 20 I anal yzes many instances of multiple sealing on the 
Hagia Triada nodules. One sho uld note, however, that most of the Khania nodule s bear single 
seal impr essions: (26 of 28 3-sided [i. e., Mycenaean typ e] nod ules [other 2 fragm ented], 56 of 58 
simp le [with rectan gular impr essions on verso J sealings [other 2 are 3-s ided, with 2 imp ressions]). 
Sphrag., 11- 14, 157- 159. It should be noted that inscribed nodul es ha ve predominantly a single 
seal impressi on. 

26 Kha nia nodules and round els bear equally brief inscription s (Sp hrag ., 157- 165). At 
Hagia Triad a, howe ver, all but 4 of roug hly 736 inscribed nodule s have inscription s consi sting of 
either a single ideogram or one or two signs, mostly phon etic . The remaining four have th e much 
longer inscriptions characteri stic of rounde ls at th e site. Pope (supra n. 2) 206 - 21 O. 

27 See th e end map s in C1WS II, 2 ; CMS II, 3 for the respec tive period s. CMS V, 1, pp. 
185- 251, complet es the picture for neo-palatial western. Cret e. 

28 Kenna (supra n. 11) 52. For imports see: Kh ania (CMS V, I 237 [Egyptian carto uche of 
Amenophis III]); Knos sos (CMS II, 3 190 [Egyptian]), Royal Road (CMS II, 2 34 [Egyptian 
13th Dyn asty ] )and west of Nor th Lu stral Basin (CMS II , 2 29 [NW Mesopotamian-SE Anato
lian cylinder seal]); Tylis sos (CMS II, 3 128 [old Assyrian cylind er seal]) ; Phaistos? (CMS II, 3 
158 [Egyptian]). 

29 For dating, see discussion s in ZM, 3-4 and Sphrag ., 88 - 90. 
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was in full use30 • Finally the nwnber of seal-types from these three sites is convinc
ing proof of the administrative importance of seals and sealing methods throughout 
at least the districts controlled by these sites: Hagia Triada (147 seal-types on 1043 
examined sealings); Khania (32 types on 195 sealings); Zakro (2 14 types on 525 
sealings)31 . As Linear A economic record-keeping developed from MM II through 
LM IB, seals and sealings came to play a larger and larger role in Minoan economic 
transactions in conjunction, not in competition, with written records. 

There seems to have bec.n a marked decline in quantity and quality of seal 
manufacture after LM /LH IIIA l 32• Nonetheless sealings continued to be an 
import ant economic controlling device. One can plot a spread of seal finds roughly 
comparable to the Minoan for the major mainland regions in the Mycenaean palace 
period 33 • Introducing Mycenaean Knossos into the picture reinforce s the impression 
of an active use of the sealing technique by a proportionately large number of 
persons 34 : Knossos: palace proper (130 seal-types on ca. 300 sealings), Little Palace 

30 It is worth noting also that the main sealing collection s at Zakro and Hagia Triada were 
found apart from the principal tablet deposits: Hagia Triada (864 cretulae and 18 roundels fallen 
from above portico 11 with only 11 tablets ; 250 - 300 cretulae in Rms. 54- 55 with no tablets; 45 
cretulae in area of Rm 27 with only 1 tablet nearby in Rm . 26; 2 large depo sits of tablets located else
where making up the total number of 84 from th e villa proper ; the remaining 70 tablets and frag
ments from the Casa de! Lebete 100 yds. northea st of the villa proper [but cf. GORI LA 1, xxi-xxii, 
for reservations about the separation of the main tablet depo sits]); Zakro (525 sealings and 1 tablet in 
House A, room vii; 10 tablets in Palace Rm. XVI; 4 - 5 sealings in Rm. XXV). F. Halbherr, E. 
Stefani, L. Banti, "Haghia Triada nel Periodo Tardo Palaziale ", ASAtene 50, 1977, passim. GO
RI LA 3, 14; N . Platon, Zakro, 1971, 147-1 51. 

31 "Sea l-types" is used by Le vi, Pope, Weingarten, GORILA as the standard term Jfor "a 
distinct seal motif belonging to a single seal identifiable from its impression on a sealing." One 
need not assume that the Zakro seal holders congregated on the spot in House A, as Weingar
ten, ZM 46, suggests. It is enough that they were part of the regional or extra-regional (in light 
of a nodule identical to Zakro 80 + 134 being discovered in the region of Knossos) system that had 
its administrative focal point in House A. ZM, 37, A/9, Table l ; Sphrag., 157- 165. 

32 I. Pini , "Minoan Glyptic after the Assumed Fall of the Palace at Knossos", BIGS 29, 
1982, 130, would assign an LM IIIAl or earlier date of manufacture to most Minoan seals 
of both hard and soft stone discovered in LM III A2/B contexts. The same factors are also at 
work on the mainland: "a lmost half of the sealings from the Palace of Nestor must be dated consi
derably earlier." 

33 For example, consider the sizable number of sing le finds of seals from the acropolis of 
Mycenae and from the chamber tombs of its lower town area (CMS I, 20 - 43; 44 - 59) together 
with tho se from the House of Idols ( = Citadel House _, CMS V, 2 597 - 600), House A (CMS V, 
2 601), and area south of the northern circuit wall (CMS V, 2 602) which are dated securely by 
context to LH III B/B2. The Pylos region supplie s a large number of seals from chamber tomb s 
(e.g., Volimidia [CMS V, 2 302 - 304] and palace area [CMS I 295]), tholo s tombs (Tragana 
[CMS I 263 - 268], Routsi [CMS I 269 - 286], Nichoria [CMS V, 2 430 - 441], and palace area 
[CMS I 287 - 294]), the palace and its appendages (CMS I 296 - 301; CMS I Suppl. 33; CMS V, 
1 307 - 310), and even habitation areas of th e one excavated settlement, Nichoria, plausibly iden
tified [Shelmerdi ne, AJA 85, 1981, 319 - 325] as an important regional center on the Pylos text s, 
ti-mi-t o-a-k e-e (CMS V, 2 442-448 ). It should be noted that most of the tomb finds come from 
pre-LH IIIB contexts, the exceptions being tho se from the Nichoria tholos, several from the 
Nichoria site proper, and the seal from the palace area chamber tomb. 

34 Seal-types can be used to obtain an approximate minimum number;of individual parties 
whether the seal designs served as personal identifier s or marks of official status or office or of 
social standing, in the following way. First, we must remember that our sealings in the Mycenaean 
period come from single, chronologically limited destruction horizons at each site. Thus, if a 
seal-type does identify an office-holder, this is equivalent, at a single point in time, to identifying 
the indi vidual who held that office. If , the less probable case (see below n. 52), the seal-type iden
tifies an administrative or economic unit, e. g., a scribal department, a storeroom or workshop, an 
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(48 seal-types on c:.i. 60 sealings); Pylos (91 seal-types on ca. 147 sealings); Mycenae 
( 11 seal-types on 18 sealings discovered on the acropolis, its Citadel and South 
Houses, and the houses outside the citadel [Wine Merchant, Shield3, Sphinxes, 
Oil Merchant]) 35 . The Mycenaean groups have a higher proportion of seal-types 
to sealings than the Minoan : 

Hagia Triada : 14.1% Knossos Palace: 43.3 % 

Khania: 16.4 % Mycenae: 61.1 % 

Zakro: 40.7 % Pylos: 61.9 % 

Knossos Little Palace: 80.0% 

We have already seen that the Mycenaean period differs from the Minoan in types 
of sealings and in the size of separate caches. It seems reasonable to assume that the 
percentages listed here also reflect changes in the precise ways seatings were used 
in the Minoan and the Mycenae an administrative systems. Viewed in another way, 
these statistics reveal a measurable decline in the number of multiple uses of the 
same seal-type upon the sealings. At each of the Minoan sites the three most often 
used seal-types are found in large numbers and percentages : Hagia Triada: 480 
(46.0%); Zakro: 100 (19.0 %); K.hania: 42 (54.0 %). At the only mainland My
cenaean site with a data base of comparable size the statistics are: Pylos: 22 (14. 9%). 
The Palace at Knossos has 39 (13.0 %) , while the material from the Little Palace 
is too poorly recorded to draw sound conclusions 36 • This means that, so far as the 
limited evidence indicates, a few parties or units (see n. 34) dominate the Minoan 
transactions in a way unattested for the Mycenaean period. 

Since we understand the Mycenaean written records, it is logical to ask how 
this modified use of sealings fit into the systems of writing and general bureaucracy 
which the Mycenaeans had also adapted to their own conditions. The tablets pro
vide us with detailed information about the outreach of the palace and the daily 
management of its production, collection, storage and distributive operations. 
Are we to interpret the seatings as serving the same kinds of functions as the tablets? 
Do th ese two categories of recording devices deal with trans actions on the same 
administrative level? 

The lowest admi nistrative and economic level at which Mycenaean sealings 
work is only a slight degree higher than the merel y practical action of closing. In 
workshops and storerooms, associated with stirrup jars , have been found clay 

ndustrial establishment, the subordinates of a particular official, then the seal-type indicates the 
existence of one or more parties in that unit and therefore still provides us with a minimum num
ber. It is possible, too, that one individual could use severa l seals when functioning in different 
capacities. The limited chronological span of the preserved seatings, site to site, should limit the 
number of these instances. So, by counting the number of diff erent seal-types, we can arrive at an 
approximate number of the individuals using seals who impressed the surviving seatings. 

3• Also now 23 seal-types on 55 inscribed sealings from Thebes. For Knossos, see Kenna 
(supra n . 12) 40, 50. Fo r Pylos, see C. W. Blegen, The Palace of Nestor I, 1, Princeton, 1966, pas
sim. For Mycenae, Rhyton Well (CMS I 19), Citad el Hou se (CMS V, 2 594, 596), South House 
(CMS V, 2 595), House of the Wine Merchant (CMS I 170), House of the Oil Merchant (CMS I 
160-162 ), House of the Sphinxes (CMS I 163- 164), Hou se of the Shields (CMS I 165). 

36 ZM, A/3, A/9. Pylos: CMS I 323 (10), 312 (6), 329 (6). Knossos: Gill (supra n. 9) 71, 
74-84, 85-91. 

17 Tractata Mycenaea 
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mouth stoppers representing at least three different methods of closure. At Mycenae 
these clay stoppers come from the Bouse of the Wine Merchant (BWM), Bouse 
of the Columns, and the Bouse of the Oil Merchant (HOM) 37 • They are also 
attested in a house excavated by Dawkins near the Menelaion and from Spyro
poulos's excavation of the Thebes tablets 38 • Many are unsealed. The sealed examples 
(BOM [CMS I 160-162], BWM [CMS I 170], the clay rim seal from the Bouse 
of the Sphinxes [CMS I 164), and perhaps the Theban disk with 10 identical seal 
impressions [TT II, 53, fig. 11, ph. 101] found in the area of stoppers and at least 
one stirrup jar) immediately record an operation, hardly of overwhelming economic 
importance (because the numerous unsealed stoppers prove that this procedure 
was not standard and therefore not essential to the Mycenaean economic system) 
and almost certainly local (for Baskell notices the same seal impression used on 
stoppers sealing a locally manufactured and an imported, doubtless reused, Knossian 
jar from the BOM) 39 • The use of seals here does identify a responsible party by 
means of the seal impression, but the action is beneath the level of the most fun
damental tablet records and even of the inscribed nodules, which specify other 
details of a transaction by means of written characters. None of the Mycenaean 
scelles is inscribed . And there are no large collections of these scelles for administra
tive purposes. 

The highest administrative or record-keeping level seal impressions could 
attain would be as necessary identifiers on contractual or legal documents. It is 
startling that there are no examples of this in the Mycenaean corpus of texts. In 
the Near East this official, legal use is common . Individual shepherds even use 
their own seals on bullae and consignment texts to confirm the legal relationship 
they have entered into with owners of sheep 40 • Other persons, besides scribes and 
offici::\!s, use seals on legal contracts, e.g., land documents. The absence of Myce
naean seal impressions of this type might be explained in several ways. 

1. The decline in seal manufacture and quality after LB IIIAl might corres
pond to a restriction of seal use within the tightly organized and monitored My
cenaean palatial administrative system 41• Seals would have been used by officials 
and official palace employees. The kinds of relationships entered into privately in 
Near Eastern (and even Minoan?) society would now have been strictly defined 

37 H. W. Haskell, " Coarse-Ware Stirrup-Jars at Mycenae", BSA 76, 1981, 230 - 231, n. 
18. See A. J. Leonard, Jr. , "Considerations of Morphological Variation in the Mycenaean Pottery 
from the Southea stern Mediterranean", BASOR 241, 1981, 91 - 92, for Hittite parallels. 

38 R. M. Dawkins, '"'Excavations at Sparta 1910", BSA 16, 1910, 7- 10; TT II, 52- 53, 
56- 58. 

39 Haskell (supra n. 37) 236, n. 35. 
• 0 Morrison (supra n. 4) 269 - 275. T. Abusch, "Notes on a Pair of Matching Texts: A 

Shepherd' s Bulla and an Owner's Receipt", Studi es, 2 - 6; J. N. Postgate, " Some Old Babylonian 
Shepherds and Their Flocks", JSS 20, 1975, 2. 

41 In fact, remembering the destruction context of our evidence, we may propose that the 
restriction of seal use was part of an overall tightening of palatial control over means of production 
in the period preceding the destruction of th e mainland palaces. Clear indication s are the con
struction within the circuit walls at Myc enae, economic activity in the crowded area of the Unter
burg at Tiryns, and architectural modification to the Palace of Nestor at Pylos. See J . C. Wright, 
"Changes in Form and Function of the Palace at Pylos", PCA , 26 - 29; T. G. Palaima , J. C. 
Wright, "Ins and Outs of the Archives Rooms at Pylos: Form and Function in a Mycenaean 
Palace", AJA 89, 1985, 259 - 261. Note also Killen's remarks on the centralization of the Pylian 
cloth production industry in contra st with the decentralized Knossian system, "The Textile 
Industries at Pylos and Knosso s", PCA, 55- 61. 
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and controlled by the official palatial apparatus. Thus it would have been sufficient 
for the palace and its subservient centers in the macro- chain to keep records of 
activities (e.g . C-, D- series at Pylos and Knossos) that they themselves carefully 
controlled. 

2. The palace records might represent only a monitoring of activities of concern 
to the central administration [the same would apply to lower order centers]. Certain 
records (e.g., Aa-Ad, Jn, Ma, Na, the An o-ka tablets) deal with matters which 
the palace and its designated officials would have directly arranged and overseen. 
Other records (Ea, Eb, En-Ep, Cn) treat activities which might have involved the 
main administration, but which it may not have totally controlled. Thus the palace 
undoubtedly had to monitor wool produ ction in order to operate its cloth workshops 
and estimate the probable production of various kinds of materials. However, the 
individual shepherds and owner /collectors could have entered into the equi
valent of personal (although, on the Near Eastern model, most likely strictly, limited 
and invariable) contractual agreements. And records of these agreements, whether 
on clay or more ephemeral materials, would have had no place in the palace ar
chives. 

With this notion of a dichotomy between monitoring tablet records and contrac
tual or authorizing seal impressions, one could explain the finds of sealings along 
with deposit documents in palace work and storage areas. The sealings would pro
vide official documentation that a specific delivery (VIN, TELA + PU, AREPA) 
or obligation (o-pa) was fulfilled by an individual. The central administration would 
monitor such activities through scribes locally in departments and bureaus 
or on the spot in the workshops and storerooms, and perhaps eventually by pro
cessing this information in summary form in central archives. It would have no 
concern to keep the official verification of an activity (the sealing) after it had the 
information recorded on its own official record 42

• This would explain the discard
ing or less than clustering of sealings in work or storage areas. 

In viewing some of the sealings as contractual "performance records" of 
individuals, we should also make note of Aravantinos's keen observation that, on 
the rare inscribed nodules which lack a seal impression, the inscriptions take the 
place of the seal impressions 43• Of the five Mycenaean nodules of this type, four 
have word-groups which probably represent the names of acting individuals in the 
nominative or genitive (Wr 1199, Wr 1247, Ws 8499, and Ws 1707)44 • The fifth, 
Ws 8493, is exceptional in that it appears that a toponym (se-to-i-ja) alone can cake 
the place of the expected personal name. It contains, however , the same do-ke 
formula as Ws 1707: 

Sealing 

Ws 8493 

Ws 1707 

Recipient 

ki-ri-ta-de 

]~~-wo-re-u-si 

Verb 

do-ke 

do-ke 

Object 

te LANA 

Subject 

se-to-i-j q, .. . 
[.]-ja-wo-ne . 

•• This same principle may work even on a non-palatial level, if the houses outside the 
citadel walls at Mycenae are independent of the central administration. Se e the case of U e 611 
and the apparently discarded seal ings Wt 501-507 (supra n. 6) . 

., Aravantinos, (supra n. 2) 45. 
u J. Chadwick, "The Muster of the Pylian Fleet" (prelim inary paper for Ohrid Collo

quium ) n. 10, rightly remarks that [?wi]-ja- wo-ne on Ws 1707 must be a nominative singular 
personal name. 
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Several explanations present themselves. First, it is possible that the defaced side 
of this poorly preserved nodule actually may have borne a seal impression, as 
Evans thought4 5

, in which case it should not be considered an exception to the 
principle here suggested for those sealings without seal impressions. Second, 
the uncertain reading se-t~-i-iq. is incorrect, and we should seek our nominative 
singular personal nam e in its position on face .a. It should be noted that this top
onym does not appear on any of the over 300 tablets from the location where 
Ws 8493 was found, the Room of the Chariot Tablets. However, se-to-i-ja occurs 
elsewhere in series by Hand 103 dealing with TELA + TE (Le 654.4) and 
TELA + TE and LANA (Le 525), in each case with designations that may mark 
out a special relationship with the central palace (wa-na-ka-te-ra, 'wa') . Thus the 
conjectured reading makes very probable sense. Third, the top onym, which also 
seems to enjoy a special status connected with Knossos on As 1516, here does 
replace the anticipated personal name. The collective community or workshop 
operation at se-to-i-ja thereby declares responsibility for the shipment. Finally, 
it is even possible that another uninscribed sealing from the same location as Ws 
8493 provided the seal identification of the person in charge of a group shipment, 
the absence of an impression on Ws 8493 being an accidental oversight. Eleven 
uninscribed sealings were found in the Room of the Chariot Tablets, including 
Her. s. 124 whose condition exactly matches that of Ws 8493 and suggests a 
close contextual association 46

• 

Here then the exceptions may prove the rule. We might theorize that the 
sealings serve, normally through sphragistic (the individual seal impressions), 
or exceptionally through written (personal or place names inscribed on nodules), 
means, as basic records of per :;onal identification indicating that a party, whether 
officially or personally, saw to the fulfilment of an obligation within the terms of 
a standard arrangement or contract . M elena has shown in his analysis of the subjects 
of Knossian and Pylian sealing inscriptions that many of th e sealings indicate the 
presence of raw materials or n1.1nufactured items in the workshops or storerooms 
of the palaces as the result of a "d ue contribution" ( a-pu-do-si) or "a special contract 
on the part of the worker ... in a peculiar labor service" (o-pa)47 • Those subject~ 
connected explicitly with o-pa on sealings are hides and pelt s (PY Wr 1325, 1330, 
1331, 1332, 1333, 1334 [by association of seal design] 4 8 ; KN Ws 8498 [ko-we?]) 
and javelins (KN Ws 1704, 8495, 1705 [by association of seal design]). But a sur
vey of all the sealing inscription s reveals a nearly invariable concern with such concrete 
materialsandgoods :w ine(PYWr 1358-1361); unguents (AREPA PY Wr 1437) ; 
an unident ified type of foodstuff (*190 MY Wt 700); vessels, implement s, 
fittings (ke-ni-qa/ke-ni-qe-te- we KN Ws 8497 / MY Wt 503; pa-ke -te-re/pa-ke-te
ri-ja PY Wr 1415 / MY Wt 506; etc. MY Wt 501, 502, 504, 505, 506, 507); wool 
and woven materials (KN Ws 1703, 8 l 52, 8153, 8493, 8499) ; hides and animal 

•• Gill (supra n. 9) 72 does not definitely exclude this po ssibilit y. 

" Gill (supra n. 9) 72. This, however, cann ot be a univer sal explan ation for the unimpressed 
scalings. PY Wr 1199 was found in Room 32 with no other scalings; Wr 1247 with only one other 
sealing (inscribed, Wr 1437) in Room 24. 

"Melena (supra n. _8) 283 - 285. 
0 Perhaps Wr 1326 should be included here also by association of seal design with Wr 

1330 find-spot (Room 98), and plausibly appropriate subject (de-m i-ni-jo ). 
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products (PY Wr 1327, 1416, 1457; KN Ws 87 1249 ) ; men (KN Ws 1708) and 
women (KN Ws 87 13, 8752); grain (KN Ws 8500); ,:,185 and * 257 (KN Ws 1701, 
8494). 

It is hardl y unexpected then to find at Mycenae that the distribution of seatings 
is such that no seal-type is found in more than one building. The same is true for 
the scribal hand s of the tablets . Both thes e facts reflect the focus of thes e establish
ments upon their own specialized interests: House of the Sphinxes (spices, vases, 
foodstuffs, KU, DU); House of the Oil Merchant (oil, wool) ; Citadel House (* 190 
and concerns of the ivory workshop and shrine 50); House of the Wine Merchant 
(liquid commodity thou ght not to be oil because of the lack of oily residue in pottery 
stored there); West H ouse (grain, foodstuffs [including *190, *155 + NI, GRA , 
OLIV, GYP, VIN], RE ) ; House of Columns (woven goods [pa-we-a 2]). The 
exclusiveness of individu al seal-types to single establishments may derive from 
special contracts between workers /suppliers or officials of other establishments 
or industries and those operating these establishments. Thus the party identified 
by CMS I 163 on Wt 501-507 worked dir ectly and, so far as we know, especially 
with the House of the Sphinxes in supplying th e vessels eventually recorded on 
Ue 611. Similarl y the individual whose seal (CMS V, 2 595) is found on Wt 700 
was involved perh aps in the delivery or distributi on of the quantities of* 190 listed 
on Oi 701-706 for the operators of Citadel Hou se. Whether these buildings were 
und er the direct control of a central administration or not, the y relied on outside 
workers, agents, suppli ers, and took care to record on deposit documents the ful
filment of services by th ose persons. 

Turnin g to Pylos, we do not find a much wider ran ge of goods and materials 
listed on the sealings. Nor, surprisingly for a palace whose admini str ative organ
ization in its final period depended on close monitoring of industrial activities 
that had been brou ght intentionally within a tight orbit of the palace , do we find 
the same seal-types in more than one establishment [and here the data are more 
numerous than at Mycenae]. The only cross-lin ks between seatings occur within 
the NE Workshop (seatings with the same seal-type s in Room s 95 and 99, 95 and 
98, 98 and 99, 98 and 100, 99 and 100) and Archives Complex (Rooms 7 and 8). 
Otherwise the seatings discovered in the separate work or storage areas 24, 32, 62, 
95-100, l 04-10 5 and even in the central archives and SW slope all identify parties 
who had apparently exclusive relationships with th e separate, well-defined areas 
of activity within and around the palace . 

Th ere are 24 distinct seal-types on 40 seatings from th e NE Workshop and 
34 total ( l 0 from Room l 04, 24 from Room I 05) on the 50 sealings (I 4 from Room 
l 04, 36 from Room I 05) from the Wine M agazine. Rooms 24 and 32 each have a 
sealing on which an inscribed name apparently replaces the seal-type. Room 24 
has one oth er sealing with a unique impressi on . We have then some 60 parties 

•• De spite th e cautious opin ion in the Docs2 glossary, th e contexts of e-po on KN Ce 283, 
Ws 87 12 and PY Vn 493 do suggest that we are dealin g her e with th e same sort of animal in all 
cases . Ce 283 and Ws 8712 both come fro m the Room of the Chariot Tablet s together with 
other livestock texts of Hand " 124" (BOS, CAP, OVJS , SUS ). On Ce 283 e-po is associated 
with OV IS : e-po 60[ OV I S 40. On PY Vn 493 one has place nam es listed with comparable 
quantities (20 - 50) benea th a heading with strong livestock /collector associations: a-ke-ro (cf. 
Cn 1287) e-po a-k c-ra2-te (cf. a-ke-r e on Cc 660). 

60 W. D. T aylour, " Mycenae, 1968" , Antiquity 43, 1969, 91- 97 ; " New Light on Myc e
naean Religion" , Amiquity 44, 1970, 270 -28 0. Notice the divine and occupational name s 
on Oi 701 -7 04. 
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involved in special services in areas of the palace whose activities were monitored 
through deposit documents and occasionally through eventual processing in the 
central archives. 

The level of these services is indicated by contrast with those seatings found 
in Rooms 7-8 of the Archives Complex. Room 7 contained 3 seatings each with 
its own seal-type. Room 8 had 14 sealings and IO distinct seal-types. There is one 
match between the rooms ( CMS I 307 [Room 7] and CMS I Suppl. 173 [Room 8]). 
The sealings here are associated by find-spots with tablets of a non-deposit nature: 
Aa 98, Eb 169, En 467, Es 644, 648-652. It is not implausible that these associations 
are meaningful. Here we might have evidence of the use of seatings as confirmation 
of an entirely different category of obligation, service, or contractual status: land 
tenure arrangements; responsibility for female workers in the Further Province 
(note that 3 Knossos seatings list simply VIR or MUL without any further quali
fication); and fulfilment of religious obligation (do-so-mo). In this last connection 
we should stress that the one inscribed sealing from the Archives Complex, Wr 
1457, refers to a similar kind of "d ue contribution," an a-pu-do-si of* 152, as in 
the records of proportional, regional tribute (Ma series). 

An alternative to this "contractual" interpretation is that the seal-types on 
sealings in the Archives Complex may denote th e palace officials or information
gatherers in charge of monitoring these higher order transactions. This would 
explain why only 1 of 17 sealings is inscribed (5.9%) amidst the confusion of an 
archives containing documents on a very wide range of subjects 51 • One might pro
pose th at the sealings were stored with the specific sets and thus identified the re
sponsible officials or sources of information. This explanation is made somewhat 
less attractive, however , by the number of sealings (5) associated with tablets of a 
single series (Es). Nonetheless it finds some support in the cluster of 5 seatings, 
3 inscribed (Wr 1358-1360), from Room 105 each bearing the same seal impression. 
The counter-inscriptions were written by possibly three different hands (H 13, 
S628-Ciii , and unidentified ). Individu al scribes, therefore, had access to the same 
seal (perhaps that of their superior or possibly the bureau in which they were 
working 52) and used it to enact a transaction for which they took immediate re
sponsibility. IfLejeune's suggestion that the words entered on Wr 1359 and 1360 
are not qualifications of the ideogram VIN, but personal names is correct, we would 
have here an instance similar to a Knossos example discussed below and to the 
names written on the unsealed nodules : the names (N. B., of the scribes?) would iden
tify the immediately responsible parties, whereas the impressed seal-type would 
identify the person with ultimate responsibility 53• 

Like the Knossos tablets, the sealings from the Palace of Minos have a broader 
distribution that probably also results from the less centralized approach to ad
ministrative record-keeping 54• Mycenaean seatings were found in approximately 
50 different locations plus the Little Palace, North-East House and Arsenal (roughly 

61 Vs. 25% for the NE Workshop, 8% for the Wine Magazine, 100% for Rooms 24 (2 
of 2), 32 (1 of 1) . 

•z The large number of seals from burial contexts argues strongly against identification 
of seal-types with administrative offices, economic departments, etc. and forcefully for the iden
t-ification of seal-types with individuals . 

53 Melena (supra n. 8) 278, n. 97, citing M. L ejeune , M emoires de philologie mycenienne 
II, Incunabula Graeca 42, 1971, 153 ff. 

64 For a compari son, see J .-P. Olivier , " Administrations at Knossos and Pylos: What Dif
ferences?" PCA, 11- 18. For distributi on, see Gill (supra n. 9) 63, 85-91. Numerical references 
are to Gill's figure 1. 
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Kno ssos Palace with numbered find-spots of sealings (Gill , BSA 60, 1965., 63) 

the same number of locations as the tablets); inscribed sealings in 9 locations plus 
the Arsenal. Also in contrast to Pylos, there are several instances where the same 
seal-type occurs on sealings from completely separate areas 55 • Of primary interest 
is Ws 8754 from the area of the SW Door (l), the seal impression of which is found 
in four other areas: Rooms of the Jewel Fresco (20), Warrior Seal (21), Egyptian 
Beans (33), and the Secret Stairc ase ( 42), i.e., in the central, southwestern, southern 
and eastern areas of the palace. Moreover, Ws 8754 is inscribed: 

ku-wa-ta o-pi a-nu-wi-ko. 

Since o-pi seems to indicate at Knossos " ' at, chez, close to' or a relation of depen
dence" or "dans !'atelier de," one might ask what sense it makes to have a sealing 
in the Palace of Minos declaring that X (a personal name) is o-pi Y (a personal 

•• Sealings in Gill's areas 4 and 5; 20 and 21; 20 and 51 ; 47, 50 and 51; 34 and the 
Arsenal; plus the example discussed in the text : 1, 20, 21, 33, 42. 
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name )56 • I would suggest that thi s sealing is exactly parallel to PY Wr 1359 and 1360, 
i.e., that the person named ku-wa-ta is here assigned immediat e responsibility for 
whatever service is being performed on behalf of the workshop controlled by 
a-nu-wi-ko. Olivier's suggestion that a-nu-wi-ko is himself a person of high status, 
perhaps a ra-wa-ke-ta, would explain both the need for a subordinate in charge of 
his workshop and the spread of a-nu-wi-ko's seal design in various areas of the pal
ace. As an important official he would have had interests in many of the palace's 
activities, as attested by the association of his sealings with tablets from the follow
ing series (and areas): As( 1 ), B(33), D- (33,42), F- (20,33), G- (20, 21, 42), L (21), 
M (20, 21), 0 (20, 33). 

It should also be noted that the less centralized Knossian record-keeping sys
tem naturally increases the number of instances in which inscribed sealings and 
corresponding on-the-spot tablet records are found together 57 • Gill (supra n. 10, 
4-5), in an analysis of a few cases, took this to mean that the sealings were used as 
labels on the tablet storage boxes. This is disproved by our survey of sealing prac
tices at Mycenae and Pylos, particularly by the number of uninscribed sealings from 
the Pylos Archives Complex associated with tablets of a single series (Es) and by the 
fact that sealing Wr 1457, thou gh thoroughly appropriate by subject for the kinds 
of subjects handled by the central archives, could not have labelled any of the 
extant series properly. Rather the sealings seem to be direct indicators of respon
sible parties in the activities eventually monitored by the tabl ets 58 • 

Conclusions: Mycenaean sealings were more limited in their functions and 
typology than Minoan and Near Eastern sealings. A decline in seal ma;mfacture 
and quality after LH IIIAI might have been due to an intentional restriction of 
the range of uses of these basic recording devices by the Mycen aean administrators 
who sought closer control of economic activities. Nevertheless sealings continued 
to be important economic con trolling mechanisms. Some few examples exist of 
sealing use of the simplest kind (on clay stoppers). However, it is here suggested 
that sealings at Mycenae, l_:>ylo3 and Knossos may have served as primary contrac
tual and performance record s within the economic system of the palace and its 
three-stage micro- and macro- chain of control. The sealings thu s would have iden
tified the parties responsible for transactions, which informati on might or might 
not be recorded on the "monitoring" documents of the workshop areas or the central 
administration. At Pylos most clearly one notes a dichotomy in levels of obligatory ser
vice and a corresponding difference in inscriptions on sealings used in the perfor
mance of the different types of service. Pylos and Knossos also furnish a few excep-

' 6 A. Morpurgo Davies, "Mycenaean and Greek Prepositions : o-pi, e-pi, etc." Res My
cenaeae, 300, and Olivier (supra n. IO) 181. 

67 Ws 1703 with Le and L texts of Hands 103,113,209; Ws 8152 with Le, Ld, L texts 
of Hands 103, 116, 211; Ws 8499 by Hand 103 who Writes L texts from nearby west magazines; 
Ws 8153 and L 771; Ws 8497 and K texts of Hand 224, and K 872, 740 of Hand 102 with 
metallic vases as on the sealing; Ws 8500 and E 71, 132, 165, 8122 of Hand "124"; Ws 8712 
and Ce 283 [ + ] 7250 of Hand "l 2t ", and other C, Ce text s by the same hand ; Ws 8493 and 
L 104, 178 + 281, 192 + 8022 of Hand "124"; Ws 1808 and As tab lets of Hand s IOI, 
102, 105; Ws 1704, 1705, 8495 and R 1815, 4482. Only the sealings with hapax graphomena 
ideograms and MUL from the Room of the Niche do not have obviously related tablet s in close 
context. The latter are unperforated and are neatly explained by Gill as passcards issued to women 
workers by an authorizing official. 

68 This may even be true in the case where previously three sealings were th ought to secure 
containers, i.e., the chests of pa- ta-ja in the Arsenal. T wo of these sealings (Ws 1704, 8495) have 
o-pa, indicating that they came as a contractual delivery from the indi vidual who is identified 
by the same seal impre ssion on on ly these three of the fourteen sealings from this building. 
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tional examples of seatings on which the names of second parties ?ire inscribed per
haps to designate them as immediately responsible as opposed to the owners of the 
seal design who are ultimately responsible. It is finally suggested that no seatin gs 
need have been used to label collections of tablets or storage boxes. 

I should like to stress that these conclusions are hypothetical and represent 
an attempt to interpret the function of seatings within the overall Mycenaean 
economic system. A next stage will be to study the distribution of iconographically 
distinct seal-types on seatings from the major Mycenaean sites in order to see wheth
er the seal designs can be linked with individuals within classes of officials, bu
reaucratic or economic departments, social ranks or groups, etc. The Minoan seat
ings should also be examined more closely, coordinating the analyses of Wein
garten, Papapostolou, and Pope with examination of the Linear A documents and 
the distribution of both these classes of administrative tools across the specific 
Minoan sites and in context with the architectural and material remains so well 
studied by l{allager, Plato •, Watrous, Banti et al Investigatores rerum Mycenaearum 
procedamus 59 • 

DISCUSSION 

Responses 

To remarks by Prof. Morpurgo Davi es: I do believe that the question of language 
and literacy must be taken into consideration in interpreting the administrative 
changes that occur in the transformation from Minoan to Mycenaean Crete. The 
surprising point is that one would expect that the restriction of literacy that seems 
to take place moving from the Minoan Linear A period to the Mycenaean Linear 
B period would promote a greater use of non-literate recording mech anisms, i.e., 
seals and seatings. However, we have seen that there is a drop-off in seal manufac
ture and a reduction in the range of sealing types. One might explain this paradox 
by suggesting that the palace administrator s imposed a stricter control on even 
these more basic means of recording. 

To remarks by Prof. Chadwick: Any attempt to assess the extent to which lit
eracy and formal administrative record-keeping permeated Mycenaean society is 
hindered by the selective pattern of arch c:eological excavation. Despite our know
ledge of major provincial centers and lesser settlements from the Pylos records, 
the only non-palatial site so far excavated in Mess enia is Nichoria, which did yield 
LB III B seals from the tholos tomb and more significantly from the poorly pre
served habitation areas. Elsewhere the buildings outside of the fortification walls at 
Mycenae and even near the Menel aion at Sparta contained scelles and sealings. This 
makes me somewhat confident that excavation of such areas as the significant lower 
town at Pylos would confirm the suggested outreach of the palatial administrative 
system, at least via the means of seals and seatings, into outlyin g communities. 
The selectivity of excavation is similar in LM III Crete where so far only excava
tion at Mallia and Khania has brought to light secure, albeit limited, destruction 

•• This paper is dedicated to Mrs . Bonnie Coppey, with out who se considerable skills, in
cluding chirographical decipherment, it would hav e mi ssed seve ral deadline s by even more 
than is customary entre mycenologues. 
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levels. Yet these sites along with other converted Minoan centers were undoubtedly 
integrated into the LM III administrative network so well sketched out by Bennet . 

To remarks by Prof. Shelmerdine: One could indeed devise a scenario whereby 
sealings were not manufactured, impressed or inscribed until shipments came to 
the environs of the palatial centers. Then administrative literacy would be totally 
restricted to the palaces and their ancillary buildings . Aravantino s's study of the 
Thebe~ sealings, which mention rather remote topon yms, should shed light on 
this and th e previous point. 

To remarks by Prof . Tegyey: In no way do I mean to elevate sealings above 
what we might call a lower archival status. They should, however, be studied as 
part of the entire economic monitoring system. 
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